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Teacher planning starts here

The ‘big idea’
The diverse body of oral and
written expressions of
Aboriginal Peoples provides
important knowledge and
insight into Aboriginal
Peoples’ identity, culture and
historical experiences.

Why does the learning matter?
For students to appreciate the value of Aboriginal oral and
written expression as a means of understanding the cultures,
perspectives and experiences of Aboriginal Peoples.

Target syllabus outcomes
5.2, 5.4, 5.7, 5.8, 5.10, 5.11

Major assessment task
Students will work in pairs to review two contemporary examples of Aboriginal Peoples’ oral and written expression.
They will include one example of each of a musical performance and written expression.
Students will:
•

describe the author’s portrayal of cultural identity and/or historical experiences

•

explain why each text is important to Aboriginal people and nonAboriginal people.

Students will work with partners to plan and present their viewpoints as a podcast.

Assessment for learning task 3

Assessment for learning task 4

Students examine a range of Aboriginal writings
and identify the significance of Aboriginal Peoples’
oral and written expression for maintaining
cultural connections. Students consider the
importance of these works for Aboriginal and non
Aboriginal Peoples.

Students examine ways that historical experiences
are portrayed in Aboriginal Peoples’ oral and
written expression. Students consider the
importance of these works for Aboriginal and non
Aboriginal Peoples.

Assessment for learning task 2

Assessment for learning task 1

Students describe one Aboriginal language
revitalisation program and record this discussion.

Students examine a diverse range of Aboriginal
Peoples’ oral and written expressions, including
local community samples.

Student learning starts here
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Assessment task
Aboriginal oral and written expression
Date due:

Marks:

Weighting:

Your task
Outcomes assessed
5.2 explains ways in which
Aboriginal Peoples maintain
their identity
5.7 assesses the significance
of contributions of Aboriginal
Peoples to Australian society
5.11 independently uses a
range of research techniques
and technologies to locate,
select, organise and
communicate information
and findings

You are to work in pairs to review two contemporary examples of Aboriginal Peoples’ oral
and written expression. You will include one example of each of a musical performance and
written expression.
You and your partner will:
•

assess how each author portrays cultural identity and/or historical experiences

•

explain why each text is important to Aboriginal people and nonAboriginal people.

With reference to the assessment task checklist below, work with your partner to effectively
communicate information using Audacity software to create a podcast
<www.wikihow.com/RecordaPodcastwithAudacity>.

Assessment task checklist
Please refer to the following checklist to achieve the best marks possible

Introduction

Do you have a catchy and clever introduction that tells who is speaking, the
date your podcast was produced, and where the speaker is located? Does your
introduction provide relevant information and establish a clear purpose? Does
your introduction engage the listener immediately?

Content

Did you present your content in a creative and original manner? Have you
clearly identified the author and title of your examples of oral and written
expressions? Have you made clear references to the features of cultural identity
and historical experiences? Does your vocabulary enhance your content? Have
you maintained focus on the topic?

Delivery/interview

Did you practise the delivery of your content with your partner before recording,
in order to present a wellrehearsed, smooth delivery in a conversational style?
Have you used correct grammar throughout the podcast? Have you prepared
openended questions and followup comments to draw interesting and relevant
information from the interviewee (your partner)?

Technical production

Are your transitions smooth and spaced correctly without noisy, dead space?
Does the podcast length keep the audience interested and engaged?

Group/partner work

Did both members of the team contribute equally to the finished product and
assist in the editing process by offering critique and sharing in skill development?
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Marking guidelines
Criteria

Marks

The student:

21–25

•

demonstrates extensive knowledge and understanding of ways that Aboriginal oral and written
expression contribute to and maintain cultural identity.

•

assesses the significance of Aboriginal Peoples’ oral and written expression to both Aboriginal people
and to the wider Australian community.

•

applies highly developed research and communication skills and effective use of technology in
creating a podcast to communicate findings.

The student:
•

demonstrates thorough knowledge and understanding of ways that Aboriginal oral and written
expression contribute to and maintain cultural identity.

•

explains the significance of Aboriginal Peoples’ oral and written expression to both Aboriginal people
and to the wider Australian community.

•

applies welldeveloped research and communication skills and effective use of technology in creating
a podcast to communicate findings.

The student:
•

demonstrates sound knowledge and understanding of ways that Aboriginal oral and written
expression contribute to and maintain cultural identity.

•

describes the significance of Aboriginal Peoples’ oral and written expression to both Aboriginal
people and to the wider Australian community.

•

applies sound research and communication skills and effective use of technology in creating a
podcast to communicate findings.

The student:
•

demonstrates basic knowledge and understanding of ways that Aboriginal oral and written
expression contribute to and maintain cultural identity.

•

identifies the significance of aspects of Aboriginal Peoples’ oral and written expression.

•

applies basic research and communication skills and adequate use of technology to create a podcast.

The student:
•

demonstrates limited knowledge and understanding of expressions of Aboriginal cultural identity.

•

demonstrates limited understanding of the significance of Aboriginal Peoples’ oral and written
expression.

•

applies elementary research and communication skills to create a podcast.

Comments:
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16–20

11–15

6–10

1–5

Marks
Awarded:
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Option 5: Aboriginal oral and written expression
The focus of this option is the exploration of oral and written forms of communication used
by Aboriginal Peoples before and after invasion. Students focus on different forms of oral and
written expression to develop an understanding of the diversity of styles and viewpoints. A
key element of this option is the important contribution of these works to Aboriginal and
other cultures, histories and identities.

Outcomes
A student:
5.2

explains ways in which Aboriginal Peoples maintain their identity

5.4

explains adaptations in, and the changing nature of, Aboriginal cultural expression
across time and location

5.5

explains the importance of families and communities to Aboriginal Peoples

5.7

assesses the significance of contributions of Aboriginal Peoples to Australian society

5.8

analyses the interaction of the wider Australian community with Aboriginal Peoples
and cultures

5.10

independently identifies and applies appropriate community consultation protocols
and ethical research practices to gather and interpret data

5.11

independently uses a range of research techniques and technologies to locate, select,
organise and communicate information and findings

Students learn about
Students learn to

Teaching and learning activities

Assessment for
learning

the ways in which
Aboriginal Peoples use oral
expression

Activity 1

Students’ communication of
their scenarios demonstrates
their understanding that
alternative methods to
written forms can be
effectively used to
communicate
knowledge/values/skills.

identify preinvasion and
postinvasion examples of
oral expressions of
Aboriginal Peoples such as
storytelling, dance, poetry
the importance of oral
expression in the
maintenance of Aboriginal
society and culture

Experiential learning to demonstrate the significance of oral
communication in the period up to the invasion in 1788.

Teacher
Takes students outdoors.
Provides students with a range of locally based ‘scenarios’, ie
how do we get to the fishing spot on the Namoi River (see
worksheet).
Provides a range of materials, eg paints, paper.

Students
Work in pairs to consider how they will communicate their
scenario to their partner and the group, and how they will make
this event memorable and, perhaps, able to be passed on from
year to year and across generations, eg a sandmap, song, dance,
reenactment, bark painting.
Discuss why it might be important for this information to be
passed across the ages.
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Students learn about
Students learn to

Teaching and learning activities

assess the importance of
oral expression in the
maintenance of Aboriginal
society and culture as a
means of: teaching the
young; maintaining law;
maintaining a connection
to and conservation of the
land; passing down
traditions, history, culture
and customs; maintaining
social structure and
spirituality

Activity 2
Teacher
Students analyse, with teacher support, a range of samples of
oral expression to identify the purpose of the text.
Samples to come from:
•

Exile and the Kingdom DVD
<www.isuma.tv/en/yindjibarndi/exileandthekingdom
part1>

•

Women of the Sun Part 1 (reenactment of noisy gubba)
<www.roninfilms.com.au/feature/557/womenof
sun.html>

•

A range of oral presentations of Dreaming stories,
eg Dust Echoes
<www.abc.net.au/dustechoes/dustEchoesFlash.htm>.
Includes teacher scaffold to assist in the study of Dreaming
stories

•

Songlines, see
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Songline#Descriptions>.

Students
Assessment for learning task 1
Whole class view samples of Aboriginal oral/written expression.
Complete Table 1.
Determine the purpose of each sample, eg education, law, land
connection/conservation, traditions, history, culture and
customs, maintaining social structure, spirituality.
Do ‘think, pair, share’ to construct the completed table on Smart
Board using Smartnote, with students providing rationale for
their decisions re purpose.
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Students’ completion of
Table 1 demonstrates their
ability to identify a range of
pre/postinvasion
communication strategies
and their purpose.
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Students learn about
Students learn to

Teaching and learning activities

the impact of invasion and
colonisation on Aboriginal
oral expressions

Activity 3

describe the impact of
invasion and colonisation
on Aboriginal oral
expression in terms of:
dispossession of land; loss
of language; loss of
knowledge; introduction of
Christianity; dislocation
and dispersion of families
and communities; changes
to social structures;
Western education

Discusses the concept of language as a key feature of social and
cultural identity.

Teacher

Students
Engage in discussion on the notion of losing language heritage.
What would happen if the word ‘respect’ was no longer in
existence? What ideas would be lost? Could we adequately
express the value and importance of respecting
people/property/sacred things without the use of the word
‘respect’, and maintain our meaning.
Work in pairs to consider the specific understandings that would
be lost if the following words, including their variations, were
forbidden: school, iPod, text message, Facebook friend, sugar,
mother/father, etc. Can students think of any other words?
Aboriginal languages
Examine a map of Aboriginal Australian nations. Observe spatial
features, diverse climates and resources. Discuss the diversity of
languages and dialects across Aboriginal nations.
Demonstrate the diversity of language through examples of lists
from the Kamilaroi/Gamilaraay dictionary
<http://coombs.anu.edu.au/WWWVLPages/AborigPages/LAN
G/GAMDICT/GAMDICT.HTM>, Wiradjuri language:
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiradjuri_language>.
Class discussion with language worker on the link between
language and Aboriginal cultural knowledge.

Students
Create word lists based on the following headings: people,
animals, plants, technologies.
Use online and hard copy of Gamilaraay dictionaries to identify
any words that are common, rarely used, never used.

Teacher
Leads a discussion on the arrival of Europeans to the Botany Bay
region and its impact on the Eora people of the Sydney region.
Class research on Eora language material, eg
<www.aiatsis.gov.au/library/languagebibs.html>.
View online State Library NSW Watkin Tench Journals:
<www.sl.nsw.gov.au/discover_collections/history_nation/terra
_australis/published_accounts/tench/index.html>.
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Students will demonstrate an
understanding of the
importance of language to
accurately express ideas and
concepts as they have
difficulty finding substitute
words. This will form a basis
for their understanding of
the impact of colonisation on
language.
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Students learn about
Students learn to

Teaching and learning activities

Assessment for
learning

and William Dawes Notebooks for evidence of early records of
Aboriginal languages of Sydney <www.williamdawes.org/>.
Consider the magnitude of the language barrier in interactions
between Aboriginal and nonAboriginal people.

Teacher
Leads questions about the implications for:
•

Aboriginal people – could not express their knowledge,
values and laws.

•

Europeans – fear as they could not understand Aboriginal
dialogue ... were massacres being planned? Consider why
this may have led to the forbidding of language being used.

Show excerpt from Women of the Sun Part 2.

Students
Write an argument from the perspective of Maydina on her
right, and the importance of being able, to freely speak her
language, including implications of not being allowed to.
Write an argument from the perspective of the missionary about
the necessity of forbidding languages and encouraging English to
be spoken.

Students demonstrate
knowledge of the impact of
colonisation on Aboriginal
languages through writing
an empathy task from
different perspectives.

Teacher
Analyses of loss of language across Australian Aboriginal
languages.
Sources of information
<www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/759789BB6EAD
0F03CA2578DB00283CBB?opendocument>,
<www.creativespirits.info/aboriginalculture/language>.
Provides a quiz from the selected website, focusing on student
analysis of data.

Teacher/Class
Discussion and notes/flow chart of events and consequences
(short and longterm) of loss of language on social organisation,
land and resource management, spirituality, political structures,
cultural practices.
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their knowledge of the
impacts of colonisation on
Aboriginal culture
(language) as they complete
a quiz based on website.
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Students learn about
Students learn to

Teaching and learning activities

the maintenance of oral
expression including
Aboriginal languages and
Aboriginal English after
invasion

Activity 4

discuss why oral
expression and some
Aboriginal languages have
survived invasion and
colonisation and are an
ongoing feature of
Aboriginal culture

Assessment for
learning

Teacher
Leads student discussion and develops a concept map of the
following issues in language reclamation:
•

language maintenance programs

•

first languages

•

media

•

popular culture – Gurrima Yunupingul, Yothu Yindi, Shellie
Morris, Blekbala Mujik

•

Walgett community use of words, eg in public places,
signage, pamphlets, community organisations.

Assessment for learning task 2
Students work in pairs to create an interview discussing the
importance of language maintenance programs and strategies to
revive languages.
Students develop a range of questions. One student acts as the
interviewer and the other, the interviewee. Students use
Audacity to record a podcast of their discussion
<www.wikihow.com/RecordaPodcastwithAudacity>.
Replay podcasts to class.

Whole class
Discuss any Aboriginal words that students may be familiar with.
Include an explanation and discussion of ‘cultural appropriation’
whereby the unique features of one culture have been
used/absorbed into another culture often with an altered
purpose, eg art forms where traditional and sacred visual designs
may be used for decorations on household items. Examine
where nonAboriginal people have absorbed Aboriginal words
into the English language, and how these words may now have
different meanings or have been ascribed ‘pan Aboriginal’
contexts beyond their original meaning.
Teacher introduces a list of words commonly used in the English
language that have Aboriginal Australian origins. Students
identify five Aboriginal words/phrases from each of the
following categories:
•

places/location

•

animals

•

tools

•

spiritual beings and occurrences

•

other terms.

Which of these seem to have changed meaning?
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Students demonstrate their
understanding of language
loss and initiatives to retain
language through fieldwork,
interviews, classroom
discussion and presentation
of posters/reports to class
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Students learn about
Students learn to

Teaching and learning activities

effective consultation with
Aboriginal Peoples and
communities to conduct
a case study on Aboriginal
identities

Class/Students (case study)

apply ethical research
skills, including protocols
for consultation, to
conduct a case study on
a contemporary cultural
celebration in the local
Aboriginal community
and compare it with one
in another Australian
Aboriginal community,
explaining the importance
of the celebrations to the
maintenance of the culture
and identity of each
community

Brainstorm the evidence of Gamilaraay language being used in
Walgett today. Examples include informal family/community
teaching from Elders, signage and community organisation use,
formal teaching programs in schools, TAFE, etc. Work in pairs to
examine the strategies in place to maintain the Gamilaraay
language. Students conduct interviews and gather samples to
support their investigation of: what resources are available, who
led to the development of such resources, are the teachers
Aboriginal or nonAboriginal, when did each initiative
commence, why, who participates in language revival programs,
how effective has language revival been?

Students
Make a poster which promotes language maintenance within
the local community.

Teacher
Leads discussion and class makes a group summary on the
following key issues/points:
•

why language maintenance is important. Invite a local
Elder/Aboriginal Education Officer into the classroom to
discuss the importance of language maintenance.

•

consider ways the local language could be maintained in the
school setting.

Considers who would need to be involved, how features of
language could be used as signage, greetings within the school,
in newsletter, etc.

Students
Work in small groups to plan and implement a language project
within the school.
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Students demonstrate their
understanding of ways
language can be
maintained/revived and
given currency in everyday
speech.
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Students learn about
Students learn to

Teaching and learning activities

the adaptation of Aboriginal
oral expression to written
forms

Activity 5

locate and gather examples
of adaptations of oral
expression to written
forms
discuss the revival of
Aboriginal languages and
their adaptation to written
forms

Assessment for
learning

Stories assert tremendous control over our lives, informing who
we are and how we treat one another as friends, family and
citizens. With keen perception and wit, King illustrates that
stories are the key to, and the only hope for, human
understanding (awardwinning Canadian Aboriginal author and
scholar, Thomas King, 2003 Canadian Broadcasting Commission
(CBC) Massey Lectures, <www.cbc.ca/ideas/massey
archives/2003/11/07/masseylectures2003thetruthabout
storiesanativenarrative>.
Students investigate the power of stories, and discuss the
importance of accurately converting oral expression to written
forms to retain original purpose.
Refer to Protocols for producing Indigenous Australian writing
available through the Australia Council for the Arts
<www.australiacouncil.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/32
373/Writing_protocol_guide.pdf>.

Teacher
Shows a range of stories (including those adapted from examples
of oral expression). Samples should include ones translated into
English as well as ones written in Aboriginal languages.
Discusses the benefit of these being in written form.
Discusses the disadvantages, ie English translations of Aboriginal
stories may lose context as the exact English word may not exist
to precisely express Aboriginal contexts, values, ideas. People do
not always like reading. Wonderful oral storytellers bring
dimensions that reading may not exhibit. Teacher to provide
examples which illustrate this.

Students
Locate an oral Dreaming story, ie Dust Echoes website
<www.abc.net.au/dustechoes/>.
Work in groups to plan and retell this story in written form.
Consider the strengths and weaknesses of their story in
comparison to the oral story.
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Students demonstrate their
understanding of the
adaptation of Aboriginal oral
expressions to written form,
including strengths and
weaknesses, through their
experience of doing so
themselves.
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Students learn about
Students learn to

Teaching and learning activities

the diversity of writing
styles used by Aboriginal
Peoples, including the use
of Aboriginal English

Activity 6

identify a diverse range of
Aboriginal writing styles
and analyse the writer’s
purpose in choosing a
particular style

Assessment for
learning

Teacher
Provides students with a variety of examples of different writing
styles by Aboriginal authors.
Reads aloud excerpts of contemporary forms of expression.
These could be derived from speeches (eg Mick Dodson’s
Australia Day speech) or songs (eg ‘They took the children
away’, ‘Ruby, don’t take your love to town’).
Include samples of Aboriginal English words and phrases.
Discusses the purpose of writing styles. Range of purposes could
include maintenance of culture, reinforcing validation of
Aboriginal English, writing for a particular audience.

Students
As a class complete notes on a range of writing styles with
reference to audience, purpose, gender, location, specific styles
and why each is effective.
Create a PowerPoint presentation that embeds sound, images
and text for a minimum of four styles of writing.
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their understanding of the
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Students learn about
Students learn to

Teaching and learning activities

a variety of written works
by Aboriginal people

Activity 7

explore a range of
Aboriginal written texts
such as novels, plays,
poetry, lyrics, biographies,
articles and life stories and
analyse their significance
in the maintenance of
culture and the interaction
between Aboriginal and
nonAboriginal people

Assessment for
learning

Assessment for learning task 3

Teacher
Revises concepts with class on cultural identity, knowledge and
values.
Leads class discussion to develop a broad, inclusive
understanding of culture, especially from an Aboriginal
perspective.
Introduces students to ‘Google scholar’, looking for articles that
can be directly downloaded in PDF format
<http://scholar.google.com.au/>.

Students
Read Goodbye Riverbank: the BarwonNamoi people tell their
story by Cilka Zagar, Magabala Books.
oral and written
expressions as a means of
conveying Aboriginal
history, experiences and
points of view
choose examples of a
range of Aboriginal oral
and written expression
and assess the impact of
these as vehicles to convey
Aboriginal history,
experiences and points
of view

Begin reading together – complete chapter summary activities.

Teacher
Provides students with a range of the following writings (use
local samples where possible):
•

poetry

•

lyrics

•

play

•

biographies

•

articles

•

life stories.

Provides samples of each of the above and a worksheet to guide
students through each sample.
Students will analyse each using a guided reading worksheet to
identify the cultural features, knowledge and values being
expressed.
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Students identify
expressions, historical
experiences and perspectives
in Aboriginal texts. They can
express in writing or verbally
why these features are
important to both Aboriginal
and non Aboriginal people.

Students identify a range of
text types as examples of
oral expression and how they
are used to convey Aboriginal
history and experiences.
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Students learn about
Students learn to

Teaching and learning activities

Assessment for
learning

Activity 8
Assessment for learning task 4

Teacher
Revises concepts and examples of Aboriginal Peoples’ historical
experiences and points of view.
Provides students with samples of texts to identify the historical
experiences and perspectives portrayed by each author and a
worksheet to guide students through each sample.
the increasing willingness
of nonAboriginal
Australians to explore
Aboriginal Peoples’
histories and cultures
through oral and written
expression and the
implications of this for
changing ideas about
‘Australian’ culture
give reasons for the
increasing willingness of
nonAboriginal Australians
to explore Aboriginal
histories and cultures
through oral and written
expression and assess the
effects of this on non
Aboriginal Australians
assess the effect of modern
technology on the
reception of Aboriginal
culture in Australian
society
present findings using
multimedia technology to
illustrate the effect of
modern technology on the
reception of Aboriginal
culture in Australian
society

Students
Analyse each using a guided worksheet to identify the historical
experiences and points of view that are being expressed by each
author.

Teacher
Leads class to identify popular expressions of Aboriginal oral and
written expressions. Discusses why these have become
increasingly popular with nonAboriginal audiences, and the
increased willingness of nonAboriginal people to recognise the
shared histories, including past injustices and the inhumane
treatment of Aboriginal Peoples.
Provides examples where this is exemplified (recent movies,
TV shows, theatre acts, music).
Discusses the use of technologies such as film/television as a
means of expressing Aboriginal voices re histories, cultures and
issues.
Brainstorms a list of Aboriginal oral and written expression.
Music : for example Geoffrey Gurrumul Yunupingu, Yothu Yindi
– ‘Treaty’, Archie Roach – ‘They took the children away’.
Include contemporary rappers such as Tjimba & the Yung
Warriors, Indigenous Intrudaz, KonectaDot, Pott Street, Tha
Deadly Boyz, Colli Crew.
Films: Ten Canoes, Rabbit Proof Fence, Samson and Delilah.
Writings : Deadly Vibe Magazine, Koori Mail, Hetti Perkins (many
articles).
Documentaries : First Australians – Rachel Perkins.

Students
Create a survey which specifies a range of popular culture
movies, documentaries, speeches and songs by Aboriginal people
(eg using Google docs/Survey Monkey).
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Students can confidently
identify expressions of
cultural identity in Aboriginal
texts. They can express in
writing or verbally why these
features are important to
both Aboriginal and non
Aboriginal people.
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Students learn about
Students learn to

Teaching and learning activities

Assessment for
learning

Survey five nonAboriginal people to assess their familiarity with
nominated resources. Students may survey teachers, family and
friends.
Class collates this information by creating a spreadsheet and
then identifying the percentage of nonAboriginal people who
are familiar with a range of Aboriginal oral and written
expression. Teacher leads discussion to account for the types of
oral and written expression.

Teacher
the contribution of
Aboriginal oral and written
expression to Australia’s
identity
recognise the contribution
of Aboriginal oral and
written expression to
Australia’s identity

Leads a discussion on the notion of Australia’s national identity.
Presents a range of documents for the class to analyse for features
of Australian character, histories and values. For example:
•

John Howard’s Australia Day Address to the National Press
Club, 2006,
<http://australianpolitics.com/2006/01/25/johnhoward
australiadayaddress.html>.

•

John Williamsons lyrics to ‘True Blue’.
<www.lyricstime.com/johnwilliamstruebluelyrics.html>.

•

Australian government website, Citizenship,
<www.citizenship.gov.au>, for the following:
– school resources – rights and responsibilities for
Australian citizens
– Australian citizenship pledge
– Australian citizenship test.

•

The opening ceremony of the Sydney 2000 Olympics.

Students
Consider Australia’s national identity
As a whole class create an ‘identity stick’ which depicts features
of Australian national identity. Students may carve, write or tie
on symbols of Australia.
They should consider:
• language, including Australian colloquial language
• values
• shared history that has shaped Australians, including
contested histories
• symbols/icons
• technologies
• popular cultures
•

Aboriginal contribution to an ‘Australian identity’, for example
English words that are derived from words in Aboriginal
languages, the use of Aboriginal art in new contexts.

Class discussion, ‘Does Australia have a single identity or a series
of multiple identities?’
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Students provide clear
explanations about their
choices of Aboriginal oral and
written expressions that they
believe make an enduring
contribution to Australia’s
identity.
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Students learn about
Students learn to

Teaching and learning activities

effective consultation with
Aboriginal Peoples and
communities to conduct a
case study on the local
Aboriginal community’s
interpretation and use of
oral or written expression

Students

apply ethical research
skills, including protocols
for consultation, to
conduct a study of
Aboriginal oral or written
expression using local
examples where possible

Work in pairs to analyse strategies in place to maintain the
Gamilaraay language. They should consider the resources
available, people who led to the development of such resources,
when each initiative commenced, why, who participates in
language revival programs, how effective has language revival
been.
Make a poster which promotes one program.

Teacher
Leads discussion on how the local language could be maintained
in the school setting.
Considers who would need to be involved, and how features of
language could be used as signage, greetings within the school,
in newsletter, etc.

Teacher and students
Develop a plan to implement a project of language renewal
within the school.
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Assessment for
learning

Students demonstrate their
understanding of ways
language can be
maintained/revived and
given currency in everyday
speech.
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Title

Author

Description

Table 1 Aboriginal oral and written expression

Possible audience

Describe the message/story

Purpose of work, ie education, law,
historical experience, call for action,
cultural knowledge

ABORIGINAL STUDIES
Support Material ● Stage 5 Syllabus

Aboriginal oral and written expression

ABORIGINAL STUDIES

Support Material ● Stage 5 Syllabus

Did you know that the following words have
Aboriginal origins?
Plants and animals
barramundi

bilby

bindi

brolga

budgerigar

bunyip

coolibah

currawong

dingo

galah

jarrah

joogee (yabee)

kangaroo

koala

kookaburra

kurrajong

mallee

mulga

numbat

pademelon

potoroo

quandong

quokka

quoll

taipan

wallaby

wallaroo

waratah

warrigal

witchetty

wobbegong

wombat

yabby
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ABORIGINAL STUDIES

Support Material ● Stage 5 Syllabus

Environment
billabong
bombora (rapids – often used to describe offshore reef breaks)
boondie (a rock; Noongar, WA)
gibber (a boulder)
gilgai
minmin lights (groundlevel lights of uncertain origin sometimes seen in remote rural Australia)
pindari (high ground)
willy willy (dust devil)

Aboriginal culture
bogey (a bath)
boomerang
bunyip
coolamon (wooden curved bowl used to carry food or baby)
corroboree
gunyah
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ABORIGINAL STUDIES

Support Material ● Stage 5 Syllabus

humpy (a hut)
miamia (a hut)
nullanulla
waddy (a wooden club)
woomera
wurlie (a hut)

Other words
Koori (Aboriginal people from Victoria and New South Wales)
cooee
Murri (Aboriginal people from Queensland)
Noongar (Aboriginal people from southern Western Australia)
yabber (to talk)
yakka (work)

Adapted from
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_English_words_of_Australian_Aboriginal_origin>
See also:
Dixon, RMW, Moore, B, Ramson, WS & Thomas, M 2006, Australian Aboriginal Words in
English: their origins and meanings, 2nd ed, Oxford University Press, Melbourne.
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